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METHODS - ACQUISITION 

Fast cerebral functional signals in the 100 ms range detected 
by frequency-domain near-infrared spectroscopy 

Martin Wolf*, Ursula Wolf*, Vlad Toronov*, L.Adelina Paunescu*, Antonios Michalos*, 
Maria Angela Franceschinit, Sergio Fantinit, Enrico Gratton* 

“Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics, Department of Physics, University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign, 1110 W. Green St., Urbana, IL 61801-3080 

TBioengineering Center, Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, 
Tufts University, 4 Colby Street, Medford, MA 02155 

Introduction 

Using non-invasive near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) fast changes in the range of milliseconds in the optical properties of cerebral tissue have been 
described, which are associated with brain activity [l]. This signal i6 small and related to changes in light scattering due to alteration in the refractive 
index at neuronal membranes [2]. We obtained functional maps of this fast signal in the visual cortex during visual stimulation with a new type of 
sensor. the n-sensor. 

Material and methods 

We used a frequency-domain tissue oximeter (modilied model no: 96208 Omnia ISS Champaign IL USA). The light intensity of the laser diodes was 
modulated at I IOMHz and the amplitude (AC) and the phase of the modulated optical signal was measured. 

The sensor is called n-sensor because it involves the product (II) of the signals collected by two crossed source-detector pairs (distance 2.8cm). 
These two signals are discriminated using laser diodes at two different wavelengths (670nm and 830nm) and light filters at the detectors. This sensor 
strongly reduces the sensitivity to fluctuations near the surface and is more sensitive to signals referring to deeper regions of tissue [3]. The data was 
recorded at a sample rate of 8OHz. 

Measurement protocol 

The subject was lying in front of a checkerboard in a dark environment. The r-sensor was sequentially positioned at 8 different locations (4 on each 
hemisphere) on the head above the visual cortex. For each location 20 cycles, each including the following sequence were carried out: (I) 10s 
checkerboard on, (2) 20s checkerboard reversing at 5Hz and (3) 30s checkerboard turned off. 

Control-data were obtained from a solid medium of approximately the same optical properties as the human head. 

Data analysis 

The normalized product of the two source-detector pairs was taken. All reversing periods were averaged together in order to better detect the fast 
signal. The same averaging was performed for the periods without stimulation (checkerboard turned off). The control-data from the solid medium were 
analyzed in the same way. 

There were 16 samples per reversing period. The first 3 sampleq were wed as a reference UGng a paired t-test. it was tested. whether the subsequent 
hampies differed significantly from the reference samples. 

Subject 

The volunteer was a 35 years old female. Written informed consent was obtained. 

Results 

In the eight locations measured, we have neither observed a significant increase in the AC nor a decrease in the phase in response to the stimulus. 
In four locations (3 on the right, I on the left hemisphere) significant decreases in the AC-signal were found starting at 50111s. 50ms. 125ms and 1OOms 
after the onset of the stimulation. 

In two locations (both on the left hemisphere) slgmticant increases in the phase were detected. They appeared 75111s and 150111s after the onset of 
the stimulation. One location showed a significant change in the AC ab well as in the phase. For the periods without stimulation 6 samples in 2 
locations with significant changes were detected in the AC as opposed to 20 samples m 4 locations during stimulation. In the phase we found 3 
significant samples in one location during the period without stimulation, as opposed to 6 significant samples in two locations during Gimulation. 

The measurement on a sobd medium bhowed. that the instrumental noire was at least 100 times smaller than the signal detected in Go. 

Discussion 

We believe that the detected fast signal LS not an artifact because the mcasurcmcnt on tbc zobd block did not bhow hucb signals. The clw dltl’rrrwe 
between the penoda wthout and with stmwlation mdicates that the ta\t signal can be meawred. Thl\ 11 further continned by the fail that 11x detected 
changes always had the same direction. 

The significant changes in AC and phase did not always occur at the same locations. This can be explained by taking mto consideration that the 
phase signal origrnates from deeper tissue layers than the AC signal. 

The different locations on each hemisphere were only 5 mm apart. The fast signal was clearl) detected in one locatIon. but not in an adjacent one. 
This rhows that the fast Ggnal is highly localized and that the vwnsor approach of NIRS provide? a high spatial resolution. 

Separate analysis of the signal of each source-detector pair (without the product of the signals) gives a much lower signal to now ratio and the 
fast signal is difficult to discern. 
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